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Abstract

In this study, a novel method based on the voice intensity of a speech signal is used for automatic
pathology detection with continuous speech. The proposed method determines the peaks from
the speech signal to form a voice contour. The area under the voice contour allows us to discrim-
inate between normal and disordered subjects. In the case of disordered subjects, the calculated
area under the voice contour is lower than that for a normal subject due to the malfunctioning of
vocal folds, which makes the voice weaker and breathier. Some long-term features such as shim-
mer and jitter are based on the accurate estimation of fundamental frequency, which is itself a
difficult task, especially for disordered speech signals. The proposed feature does not need to
estimate the pitch period or fundamental frequency during the calculation of the voice contour
and they provide a single value for the whole utterance similar to other long-term features. The
voice disorder database used in this study includes 71 normal subjects and the same number of
disordered subjects. Each disordered subject has one of the following voice disorders: vocal folds
cysts, laryngopharyngeal reflux disease, vocal folds polyps, unilateral vocal folds paralysis and
sulcus vocalis. The accuracy of the proposed method is 100%.
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Introduction

Vocal folds disorders (VFDs) occur due to the excessive use
of the voice. Therefore, teachers, singers and lawyers
have more risk of being affected by voice pathology. In
the USA, the occurrence of voice problems in teachers is
57.7% during their lifetime and for other professions, it
is 28.8% (Roy et al., 2004). The voice produced by a
VFD-affected person differs from a normal person due to
the malfunctioning of the vocal folds. Due to the incom-
plete closure and irregular vibration of the vocal folds,
the speech signal of a pathological person becomes more
transient. The speech signals produced by a pathological
and a normal person are shown in Fig. 1. The difference
between the amplitudes of the two signals can be
observed, and they do not have the same voice intensity.
In this paper, an automatic voice pathology detection
(AVPD) system based on the voice intensity of a speech
signal is developed. Moreover, continuous speech samples
are used for the differentiation of normal and pathological
samples.

Because of its noninvasive nature, the automatic detec-
tion of voice pathology can be considered as a primary
screening tool for the clinician. It would be of great help
to an ENT specialist if an automatic system could discrim-
inate between normal and pathological samples. The
detection of VFDs with a sustained vowel has been well
investigated by the research community during recent
years (Lee, Kang, Choi, & Son, 2013; Lee, Kim, & Kang,
2014; Markaki & Stylianou, 2011; Muhammad & Melhem,
2014), and it is a comparatively easy task than detection
with continuous speech. Parsa and Jamieson (2001) con-
cluded that the analysis of continuous speech is more
challenging because of the inherent non-stationary of the
signal. Moreover, other studies emphasize the value of
continuous speech over the sustained vowel in obtaining
acoustic characteristics. Askenfelt and Hammarberg
(1986) reported the importance of pitch and loudness

variation in continuous speech as indicators of abnormal
voice quality. Some of the common and most spreading
voice disorders are vocal fold nodules, keratosis, vocal
folds paralysis, and adductor spasmodic dysphonia
(Muhammad et al., 2012).

Artificial intelligence (AI) in biomedical engineering is as
vital as in other fields of science for providing solutions to
the problems that are computationally expensive or hard
to solve by following traditional methods. Computational
AI deals with pattern recognition, and different studies have
used fuzzy logic (Aghazadeh & Heris, 2009), artificial neural
network (Paulraj, Yaacob, & Hariharan, 2009) and support
vector machine (SVM) (Al Mojaly, Muhammad, &
Alsulaiman, 2014) to successfully implement AVPD systems.
In this paper, SVM is used as a binary classifier to make the
decision about a speech sample.

Like other long-term features such as shimmer, jitter
(Arjmandi, Pooyan, Mikaili, Vali, & Moqarehzadeh, 2011)
and cepstral peak prominence (CPP) (Heman-Ackah
et al., 2003), the proposed feature also provides a single
value for a whole speech signal. The measurement of
long-term acoustic features normally involves the accu-
rate estimation of the pitch period, which is a very diffi-
cult task, especially in pathological samples. The
proposed feature does not need to estimate the pitch per-
iod or fundamental frequency during the calculation of
the modified voice contour (MVC). Arjmandi et al.
(2011) used 22 long-term features including shimmer and
jitter and the obtained accuracy was 91.5%. Watts and
Awan (2011) reported that an accuracy of 91% with CPP
was obtained for an AVPD system. The objective of this
study is to propose a new long-term feature that may pro-
vide better results than existing long-term features.

Short-term features are also used in different studies to
develop different AVPD systems. The most commonly used
short-term features for pathology detection are LPC
(Linear Prediction Coefficients), LPCC (Linear Prediction
Cepstral Coefficients) and MFCC (Mel-frequency Cepstral
Coefficients). LPC and LPCC have been used in many
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Fig. 1 Amplitudes in voice samples of (a) normal subjects and (b) disordered subjects.
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